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WHITSITT 
FARMS, LLC
Illinois

• Lots of mowing and wildlife food-plotting going on; 

Randy likes his turkeys!

• Sweet corn harvest is complete. Friends and family 

waded through the wind-damaged field; the quality of 

the sweet corn was excellent despite challenging 

growing conditions.

• Lots of field-walking the last couple of weeks. Yields are 

probably better than they should be given the summer, 

but we will probably be as much as 40 bushels below 

last year’s corn averages. Soybeans certainly look good 

and we have high hopes for yields!

• HOT and MUGGY! Temperatures near 100 degrees 

with air you can drink!
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GRETTER 
FARMS
Iowa

• HOT! It is tough to say how much the heat is affecting 

corn. Most of our corn was early-planted, so it should 

withstand this blast of heat well.

• A rain would be welcome although there is adequate 

moisture and the crop is not suffering.

• There are areas in Iowa where corn is being chopped 

due to poorer yields.

• We are getting all of our pre-season items ready for 

harvest!



Ohio
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VALLERY 
FARMS, LLC

• Two inches of rain fell just before release of this round of the VCT!

• We participated in the Pro Farmer national tour and got to see a lot 

of Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois crops.

• Statewide we saw a lot of variability in corn yields (with similar 

circumstances in IN and IL too). There were some big yields being 

recorded along the survey trail.

• We still feel good about strong yield potential on the farm!
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GREG 
JANISCH 
FARMS
South Dakota

• Wheat crop is harvested. We are astounded by the wheat yield.  

Earlier pictures in the VCT showed short growth that made it 

seem like an insurance claim was certain… we were wrong! 

Rains came at just the right time!

• We are pictured below planting sugar beets into wheat stubble 

as a cover crop.

• Once cover crops are planted we will spread manure over the 

same fields.

• Our expectations are still extremely high for the fall!


